
Building Text Meaning Representationsfrom Contextually Related Frames{ A Case Study {Aljosha Burhardt�, Anette Franky�, and Manfred Pinkal�Dept. of Computational Linguistis, Saarland University�DFKI Saarbr�ukeny{albu,frank,pinkal}�oli.uni-sb.deAbstratIn this paper, we study frame semanti annotations as text mean-ing representations. We show how partially onneted frame struturesan be interlinked on the basis of FrameNet's frame relations and on-textual relations from deep parsing to arrive at a shallow semantirepresentation that an be used in pratial NLP tasks.1 IntrodutionWith the reent suess of broad-overage statistial parsing systems, syn-tati analysis is widely used in pratial NLP appliations, suh as QuestionAnswering, or Summarisation. At the same time, it is ommonly reognisedthat more in-depth semanti analysis is needed for further ahievements inthe �eld of open-domain NLP-based information aess.In theoretial and omputational semantis, truth-onditional semantiformalisms have been studied in-depth over the last deades. Still, we havenot, as of today, seen robust and broad-overage semanti analysis systemsthat provide deep semanti representations aording to any major omputa-tional semantis framework.1 Therefore, it is still an open question to whatextent omplex semanti representations as provided by these frameworksan be pro�tably used in broad-overage NLP appliations.At the same time, large-sale lexial semanti resoures suh as Word-Nets (Fellbaum, 1998) have been developed and put to use for approximatesemanti modeling in many appliations. Reently, the FrameNet (Bakeret al., 1998) and PropBank (Kingsbury et al., 2002) projets are developinglexial semanti resoures that model prediate-argument struture.1A notable exeption is very reent work of (Bos et al., 2004), who ompute semantirepresentations on the basis of a broad-overage statistial CCG parser. However, due tothe lak of proper evaluation standards, the results have still to be taken with are.1



In this paper we build on a omputational arhiteture that ombinesdeep syntati analysis with FrameNet's frame semantis (Frank and Erk,2004).2 We investigate frame annotations in ontext as a partial text mean-ing representation to be used in pratial NLP tasks, suh as InformationExtration or Question Answering.FrameNet provides strutured prediate-argument meaning and seman-ti lassi�ation, fousing on open lass ategories (verbs, nouns, adjetives).Frame semanti annotations of ontiguous texts are therefore neessarilypartial. Due to the missing onstrutional \glue" in semantis omposition,argument and variable binding annot be de�ned in a stritly ompositionalway, and we obtain partially onneted graphs of frame strutures.3 Ahallenge in using frame semanti annotations as a partial text meaningrepresentation struture is to produe more densely onneted strutures offrames by induing o-referene relations between frames and frame roles.We present a ase study where we investigate di�erent types of relationsbetween frames when assigned to ontiguous portions of text { ontextualrelations from deep parsing and lexio-semanti frame relations enoded inFrameNet { and show how spei� patterns of suh relations support the in-ferene of o-referential relations between frames. We disuss possibilities ofusing learning tehniques to indue suh o-referential links between framesand sketh our urrent arhiteture for interfaing deep syntati proessingwith frame semantis and frame-based reasoning.The paper is strutured as follows. Setion 2 introdues frame semantis,in partiular frame relations. Setion 3 presents an outline of our investiga-tions into frame-based meaning representation. We disuss how to onnetframe annotations to obtain an interlinked (yet partial) semanti represen-tation. We then present a worked-out example that illustrates how spei�on�gurations of lexio-semanti and ontextual relations an liense the in-dution of o-referential links between frames. We argue that this proessan be generalised and automated. In Setion 4 we present the omputa-tional arhiteture we urrently use for frame annotation of ontiguous text,and an interfae to a state-of-the-art reasoning arhiteture. In Setion 5we summarise our results and outline the next steps towards an arhitetureinluding variable-depth semantis onstrution and frame-based reasoning.2The arhiteture builds on LFG-based proessing (see Butt et al., 2002).3Another aspet is that frame semantis provides relatively oarse-grained meaningdesriptions: for example, prediates are not marked for polarity or fativity. That is, likeand dislike are lexial units of the same frame without further meaning distintion; thesame holds for prediates like laim and onfess. Reent developments, within FrameNet,to inlude semanti types are a �rst step to address this point.2



2 Frame Semantis2.1 FrameNetFrameNet (Baker et al., 1998) is based on Fillmore's Frame Semantis (Fill-more, 1976). Frame Semantis models the lexial meaning of prediatesin terms of frames. A frame desribes a oneptual struture or proto-typial situation together with a set of semanti roles, or frame elementsthat are involved in the situation. FrameNet urrently ontains about 550frames of general oneptual lasses.4 For our investigation, we onentrateon the domain of riminal proess, whih is partiularly well worked out.As an example, onsider the frame verdit with the semanti roles ase,harges, defendant, finding and judge. This frame is evoked by wordslike onvit.v, �nd.v, verdit.n, as in example (1). FrameNet further de�nesextrathemati roles, suh as loation in (1), whih are not frame-spei�.(1) [Baragiola℄defendant had previously been onvited [of murder℄Charges [inItaly℄Loation, but had esaped in 1980 and obtained Swiss itizenship.Examples (2) and (3) illustrate more linguisti variations of this framewith di�erent instantiated roles and frame evoking elements.(2) [The jury℄judge onvited [him℄defendant [on the ounts of theft℄harges.(3) On Thursday [a jury℄judge found [the youth℄defendant [guilty of woundingMr Lay℄finding.2.2 Frame Relations { \FrameNet as a Net"FrameNet de�nes a number of di�erent types of relations between framesthat provide more internal struture to the lexial database (Fillmore et al.,2004). The relevant relations for our purposes are the Inheritane and theSubframe relation. If a frame F1 inherits from some frame F2, then all rolesof F2 are also available at F1 (modulo renaming). For example, the framearrest inherits the roles agent and patient from the frame intention-ally affet (renamed into authorities and suspet).The Subframe relation is used to model abstrat 'senario frames', suhas riminal proess or employment. Senario frames represent om-plex events with subframe relations holding between the senario frame4For example: awareness, ommerial transation, theft, et.; examples in thisSetion are from FrameNet: http://www.isi.berkeley.edu/~framenet/.3



and frames that desribe (temporally ordered) sub-events. For example,the frame riminal proess has the subframes arraignment, arrest,sentening, and trial. Subframes usually inherit roles from their superframe, e.g. harge and defendant of arraignment inherit from therespetive roles of riminal proess. The subframe relation will turn outpartiularly e�etive for establishing o-referene in frame-annotated texts.3 Building Text Meaning Representations fromContextually Related Frames3.1 Frame Semantis for Partial Text Meaning RepresentationIn this paper we study frame semantis as a framework for partial text mean-ing representation. By applying frames to ontiguous portions of text { dueto the lak of onstrutional \glue" { we obtain partially onneted lexio-semanti prediate-argument strutures in a network of frame-to-frame re-lations. In order to onstrut a more densely onneted frame-based textmeaning representation, we need to infer additional links between framesand frame elements. For this we an exploit the ontextual relations betweenframes and frame elements as given by deep parsing: strutural embeddingor adjaeny relations between neighbouring frames.When trying to indue ontextually linked frames, we have to distinguishtwo levels: the level of frame instanes, where we an infer o-referene ofevents or role �llers, and the level of types, where we an infer intrinsirelations between frames and roles.At the instane level, we an establish o-referential links between e.g. a�lled role of one frame instane with an un�lled role of another frame in-stane provided we �nd suÆient supporting evidene. Two roles an belinked, for example, if { at the type level { the respetive frames stand ina subframe relation with inheritane of roles and, in addition, the frameinstanes are ontextually related in appropriate ways, e.g. by funtional-syntati, or semanti role embedding, or else by way of a disourse relation.At the type level, we an indue relations between frames or roles onthe basis of e.g. reurrent anaphori linking patterns observed in texts. Theindution of meaning relations at the type level is more involved and requiresuse of annotated orpora and learning tehniques.In both ases, the indution of o-referene relations between frames anonly be heuristi, given that we build on a partial oneptual struture, nota fully spei�ed truth-onditional semanti representation.4



3.2 Frames in Context { A Case StudyIn this setion we present a ase study that establishes systemati patternsof lexial-semanti and ontextual relations that support the indution ofo-referential relations between frames and roles. As an example we hosea short news wire text (4)5 that pertains to the \senario frame" rimi-nal proess introdued in Setion 2.2.(4) In the �rst trial in the world in onnetion with the terrorist attaksof 11 September 2001, the Higher Regional Court of Hamburg haspassed down the maximum sentene. Mounir al Motassadeq willspend 15 years in prison. The 28-year-old Moroan was found guiltyas an aessory to murder in more than 3000 ases.Table 1 lists all frames and roles that are relevant for the example. Targetprediates, suh as trial, evoke the orresponding frame; the frame-spei�semanti roles orrespond to loal onstituents, whih are displayed in theright olumn, e.g. the role trial.ase orresponds to the onstituent ter-rorist attaks. Roles that annot be assoiated with loal onstituents areleft un�lled (e.g. attak.vitim). Frame element �llers and o-referenesbetween frame elements that an be indued on the basis of frame relations,ontextual relations or bridging inferenes are displayed in brakets. Forexample, Higher Regional Court that �lls the role sentening.ourt anbe indued as �ller of the role trial.ourt.FrameNet relations. The frames evoked in the example pertain to thefollowing frame relations: Both sentening and trial are subframes ofriminal proess. verdit is again a subframe of trial. Additionally,we assume6 that assistane inherits from intentionally at.Contextual relations. The example features di�erent types of ontex-tual relations between frames and roles: funtional syntati embedding,frame semanti embedding, surfae order or disourse relations, and o-referene. For example, sentening and trial are syntatially related byfuntional (adjunt) embedding; the attak frame is embedded within thease role of trial; the sentene projeting prison follows, and stands ina disourse relation (elaboration) to the sentene projeting senten-ing. Finally, the referents orresponding to the roles prison.inmates andverdit.defendant an be reognised as o-referent.5http://www.germnews.de/arhive/dn/2003/02/19.html6This information is not ontained in the urrent FrameNet release.5



Target Frame Frame element Filler (given vs. (indued))trial trial ase terrorist attaks (1)harge (aessory to murder) (2)ourt (Higher Regional Court) (3)defendant . . . (28-year-old Moroan) (4)attaks attak assailant terrorist (5)vitim . . . (6)time (exth.) 11 September 2001 (7)sentene sentening onvit (Mounir al Motassadeq) (8)ourt Higher Regional Court (9)type . . . maximum sentene (10)prison prison inmates . . . Mounir al Motassadeq (11)duration (exth.) 15 years (12)found verdit ase (terrorist attaks) (13)guilty harge aessory to murder (14)defendant 28-year-old Moroan (15)finding . . . guilty (16)aessory assistane o-agent (17)foal entity murder (18)helper . . . (28-year-old Moroan) (19)murder killing killer (20)vitim . . . m.t. 3000 ases (21)Table 1: Frame Annotations with Given/Inferred Frame Element LinkingsInferred relations. Based on these lexio-semanti and ontextual re-lations, we an infer further semanti relations between roles and frames,suh as o-referential binding of un�lled roles. Figure 1 shematially il-lustrates the interation of the entral frame relations, ontextual relations,and inferred relations that we identi�ed in (4).Closer study of the inferred relations reveals a number of underlyingpatterns of justi�ations, whih we will exemplify in turn: In the majorityof ases, we an infer role bindings on the basis of (a variety of) patternsof lexial semanti and ontextual relations between frames and roles. Insome ases, further lexial semanti knowledge is required, whih is notyet enoded in FrameNet, suh as `semanti ontrol', or ausative relationsbetween frames. We will �nally disuss an example whih motivates thatadditional semanti information, suh as referential and temporal properties,needs to be onsidered for induing role bindings.Figure 2 illustrates an example of the �rst type, where we indue role6



Figure 1: FrameNet Relations, Contextual Relations, and Inferred Relations.identi�ation of the role �llers of trial.ourt (r1)7 and sentening.ourt(r2) (see (3) and (9) in Table 1). sentening (F2) and trial (F1) are sub-frames of riminal proess (F0) and both role types (R1,R2) inherit fromriminal proess.ourt (R0). These inheritane and subframe relationsare displayed by dashed lines (left). In addition, the frame instanes (f1,f2)are in a funtional (adjunt) embedding relation. This ontextual relationis displayed by dotted lines (middle). On this basis, we assume that bothframe instanes are subframes of one riminal proess senario instane(f0). This leads to the linking of the roles (r1) and (r2) (right). Other ex-amples of role identi�ations that follow this pattern are (1)-(13), (2)-(14),(4)-(15) in Table 1, whih are based on the subframe relation between trialand verdit.Frame relations Context-related instanes Inferred instane rel.sF0R0F1 F2R1 R2 f1 : F1 f2 : F2r1 : R1 r2 : R2
f0r0f1 f2r1 r2Figure 2: Inferring Instane Relations7Frame (and role) types are printed in upper ase, instanes in lower ase. f1 : F1means that f1 is an instane of frame F1. 7



Figure 3 illustrates an example where role identi�ation is indued onthe type level, on the basis of a ontextual o-referene relation. The framesprison (F1) and verdit (F2) are unrelated in FrameNet (left). In the text,the referents of the roles prison.inmates (r1) and verdit.defendant(r2) are marked o-referent by means of a de�nite desription (middle). Inthis ase, we indue role identi�ation at the type level by assumption of an'anonymous' frame-to-frame relation that an be further spei�ed, e.g. as aausation relation or a subframe relation within some senario.Frame relations Context-related instanes Inferred frame rel.sF1 F2R1 R2 f1 : F1 F2 : F2r1 : R1 r2 : R2 F1 F2R1 R2Figure 3: Induing Frame RelationsIn some ases, the (diverse patterns of) frame and ontextual relationsare not suÆient to indue role-identi�ation. Here, we found that furtherlexial semanti information is required, in partiular what we all semantiontrol, as a kind of meaning postulate: for some frames it is part of their in-herent lexial meaning that a given role is o-referent with the agent/patientrole of an embedded frame. For example, the defendant in a verdit is (foundto be) the ator in the event that onstitutes the harge of the verdit. Thisis represented in Figure 4 (left).Frame relations Context-related instanes Inferred instane rel.sR2 F2R3 Int: atFx AgentRxsem ontrol r2 : R2 f2 : F2r3 : R3 Int: atf1 Agentr1
r2 f2r3f1r1Figure 4: Inferring Instane Relations (by Semanti Control)verdit (F2) features semanti ontrol, in that verdit.defendant(R2) is marked idential to the agent of some frame Fx embedded withinits harge role (R3) (dashed line). Agenthood is formally represented byinheritane from intentionally at.agent.In the example (middle), verdit.harge (r3) embeds assistane8



(f1). Furthermore, assistane.helper (r1) inherits from intentionallyat.agent. We an thus onlude that the �ller of verdit.defendant(r2) is idential to the assistane.helper (r1) (right) ((15)-(19), Table 1).Other examples that involve semanti ontrol are (17)-(20) and (8)-(11) (thelatter assuming a ausative relation between sentening and prison8).Finally, examples like (5) show that we need to enrih frame seman-ti representations with seleted deeper semanti information to ontrol theindution of role identi�ation. We need to model referential properties,suh as the introdution of new disourse referents (a new trial), and eventmodi�ation by loational or temporal adjunts. The former will be ru-ial to de�ne `bloking' fators for role identi�ation rules, the latter willprovide deeper semanti haraterisations of ontextual relations betweenframes, suh as temporal sequene. This alls for a variable-depth seman-tis onstrution arhiteture that allows targeted re�nement of the semantirepresentation.(5) Mounir El Motassadeq (born April 3, 1974) is a Moroan. In Febru-ary 2003 he was onvited [. . . ℄. As of April 2004 he is the only personto have been onvited in diret relation to the September 11, 2001attaks. The verdit and sentene were set aside on appeal [. . . ℄. Anew trial is expeted in mid-2004. (From Wikipedia)3.3 Aquisition of role-linking patternsWe have identi�ed various patterns of lexio-semanti and ontextual rela-tions that support the indution of o-referene relations between framesand roles: FrameNet's frame relations proved essential for linking ontex-tually related (neighbouring) frame instanes. Di�erent types of ontextualrelations ould be observed to support role identi�ation: syntati andsemanti embedding, anaphoriity, onnetedness by disourse relations orsurfae linearisation, as well as referential and temporal semanti properties.More data needs to be investigated to determine the weight of the in-dividual fators. In partiular, we need to model referential properties ofnouns and verbs in order to de�ne `bloking fators' for role identi�ation.In future work, we will apply statistial methods for aquiring role-linkingpatterns from analysed (annotated) text samples of a restrited domain, likeriminal proess.9 The aim is to learn weighted role-linking patterns thatan be formalised as probabilisti inferene rules.8A ausation relation is already de�ned in FrameNet but not yet broadly annotated.9For experiments along these lines, see (Liakata and Pulman, 2004).9



We have provided an abstrat de�nition of semanti ontrol in terms ofthe agent role marked by inheritane from the perspetivising frame inten-tionally at (the frame intentionally affet additionally provides apatient role). This will failitate the aquisition of lexial semanti ontrolrelations, yet it relies on the full spei�ation of suh inheritane relationsin the FrameNet data (for the hosen domain).Based on inferred or given role-linkings and subframe relations, we ouldalso learn more involved patterns of 'bridging' inferenes between frames.In (1) (repeated as (6)), given the ontextually related (subjet of VPs)roles sentening.onvit and esape.esapee, and given the learnedrole-linking of sentening.onvit and prison.inmates, we an infer aninstane of the prison frame, with prison.inmates referentially bound tothe esape.esapee.(6) [Baragiola℄onvit/esapee had previously been onvited of murder inItaly, but had esaped in 1980 and obtained Swiss itizenship.4 Towards AutomationFor automated proessing of frame-based text meaning representations, webuild on a omputational syntax-semantis interfae for frame assignmentwith interfaes to a frame-based reasoning arhiteture.4.1 An LFG-based Syntax-Semantis InterfaeWe employ deep syntati representations provided by large-sale LFG gram-mars (Butt et al., 2002) as a syntati basis for frame-based meaning as-signment. In Frank and Semeky (2004) we have built a modular syntax-semantis interfae where frame semanti representations are projeted fromthe f-struture output of LFG parsing. This arhiteture yields partiallyonneted frame strutures in the projeted frame semantis layer.We have built interfaes to a system for statistial frame and role as-signment (see Baldewein et al., 2004) that provides disambiguated frameassignments for a given text. In addition, we have de�ned interfaes toinorporate o-referene information provided by external anaphora and o-referene resolution systems into the projeted frame representations.For further re�nement of the frame semanti representations, we de�nedsemantis onstrution rules for modi�ers that realise extrathemati roles.In similar ways, we will introdue partial representations to model referentialand temporal properties of nouns and verbs, respetively.10



4.2 Logial Representation and ReasoningThe FrameNet data does not immediately lend itself for use in automatedreasoning, as it does not yet ome with a formal interpretation. In joint workin Baumgartner and Burhardt (2004), we have transferred the FrameNetframes and seleted frame relations into normal logi programs to be inter-preted under the stable model semantis. The paper gives arguments forhoosing this framework instead of Desription Logis whih is urrentlyproposed e.g. in the ontext of the Semanti Web.As an additional knowledge soure, we have integrated the SUMO/MILOontology (Niles and Pease, 2001), using an existing Word Sense Disambigua-tion system and mapping from WordNet to SUMO/MILO lasses. Disam-biguation on the basis of WordNet also allowed us to aess FrameNet byway of a 'detour' via WordNet synsets and relations. Thus, we an hypothe-sise frame projetions for prediates that are not yet inluded in FrameNet,improving the overage of our system.105 Conlusion and OutlookWe presented a ase study that investigates frame semanti annotations ofontiguous texts as shallow forms of text meaning representation. We estab-lished patterns of ombination of lexio-semanti and ontextual relationsthat an be used to enrih partially onneted frame strutures by heuristiinferene of o-referential relations. In future work we will investigate theautomated aquisition of role-linking patterns from annotated texts.FrameNet's `senario' frames turned out partiularly e�etive for estab-lishing role-linking relations. The linking patterns are not senario spei�,and an thus be regarded as domain-independent methods for frame-basedInformation Extration (similar to template �lling and merging), where se-nario frames serve as linguistially motivated `domain models'.With the hoie of frame semanti strutures as building bloks for atext meaning representation, we deliberately opted for partiality. We aimat an arhiteture for robust semanti proessing with inremental depthof semanti analysis. Starting from robust frame semanti proessing foroarse-grained information aess, we want to allow for inremental enrih-ment of the semanti representations to handle speial tasks that requiremore �ne-grained and truth-onditional semanti information, suh as e.g.answer validation in QA.10A demonstration of this funtionality (with manual WSD) an be found at http://www.oli.uni-sb.de/~albu/gi-bin/string2frames.gi.11
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